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Rule 1 
With better ball control, the number of offensive options increases.  When 

attacking you must weigh the risk vs. advantage considerations of those options. 
  

Rule 2 
Put tremendous pressure on the opposing blockers. 

 
Receiving a Free Ball 
 
Your Team’s Rules 

1. Be specific! 
2. Your front row rules 

a. Your blocking rules 
i. None, 1, 2 or 3 

b. Your digging rules 
i. Front row & back row 

3. Your back row rules 
a. Who controls the communication 
b. Passing responsibilities  
c. Using your hands 
d. Keep it in front of you if possible—court depth 
e. Create good digging angles 

 
Free Ball Theory 

1. High ball attack…why?? 
a. Safer attack 
b. You have strong high ball attackers 
c. You want to take advantage of your opponent’s defensive rotations 

i. Attack a weak blocker 
ii. Allow the defense time to get to where you want it to be 

2. Quicker attack…why?? 
a. You know your opponent’s blocking rules 

i. Read blockers, then: 
1. Attack seams 
2. Overload 

ii. Commit blockers, then: 
1. Influence the blockers to do what you want them to do 
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2. Pull a strong blocker away or create 1 on 1 match-ups 
iii. Opponent’s isolation blocking rules 

b. Quicker sets…why?? 
i. Only one blocker up 

ii. Catch the blocker on the way up 
iii. Attack seams in the block 

3. Increasing the number of attack zones—create problems for the block 
a. If you attack a base block position 

i. Attack a weakness 
ii. Maximize the distance the 2nd blocker has to move 

1. Create seams 
b. If you attack the seams 

i. Perhaps no one will be there—they’re read blockers 
ii. Create 1 on 1 opportunities 

iii. Both blockers have to move to get there and may have trouble 
setting/closing the block properly 

iv. Create more distance between blockers (1-5) 
4. Crossing plays—disrupt the block 

 
Free Ball Systems—Examples on the Last Pages 

1. Pre-determined – Play 1, Play 2, Play 3 
a. Each play is designed to take advantage of a particular defensive weakness 

2. Setter directed 
a. Each attacker has an arsenal of attacks.  The setter analyzes the blocking rules and 

selects a complementary set if attacks to maximize the efficiency of the attack 
3. A “set” play action with multiple options 

a. Use a predetermined play action such as a “right X” but your attackers have the 
latitude to attack a point of weakness within the play action 

 
Running Free Ball Plays 

1. How/when do you call it? 
2. Who calls is? 

a. Setter vs. coach 
3. What happens if the pass won’t allow you to run the play? 
4. What if you have several free ball opportunities within the same rally? 

 
Free Ball Thoughts 

1. Remember—risk vs. advantage 
2. Run your strengths against their weaknesses 
3. Their weaknesses may change rotation by rotation 
4. Your strengths may change rotation by rotation 
5. The great majority of the time your setter should know who she intends to set within the 

free ball play when she calls the play.  That’s the basis for calling a particular play 
action 



6. Key on their middle blocker 
7. Become good at a few free ball plays…not average at many 
8. Don’t spend an inordinate amount of time in practice on sets/attacks you seldom use 
9. Your setter needs good pass/bad pass options for each free ball call 
10.  Communicate, communicate, communicate 

 
Free Ball Play Examples 
 
Predetermined 
 Play 1 OH-high MH-quick RS-high 
 Play 2 OH-high MH-quick RS-high 
 Play 3 OH-quick MH-high RS-either 
 
Setter Directed 
 “Arsenal of Sets” 
  OH -  53, 52, 3, 1 
  MH - 3, 2, 1, A, C (slide) 
  RS -  C, A, 2, 3 
 
 
Delivering a Free Ball 
 
Points to Consider 

1. How aggressive should you be with your placement? 
2. What are the opponent’s front row rules for blocking/handling free balls? 
3. What is the depth of their free ball reception patterns? 
4. Who are their weaker free ball passers? 
5. Work the “U” and/or back them up 
6. Can you take an attacker out of system with a certain pass? 
7. Who are their primary free ball attackers per rotation? 
8. Can you get back to a “neutral position”? 
9. Find their attackers quickly. 
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Free Ball Plays 
Outside Series 
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Inside Series 
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Free Ball Plays 
Cross Series 
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Straight Series 
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Split Series 
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Front Series 
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